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Abstract 
The purposes of this study are to measure and to analyze the influence of organizational trust on group towards 
knowledge obtaining, willingness to share on group towards knowledge obtaining, membership involvement on 
group towards knowledge obtaining; membership involvement on group towards knowledge obtaining through 
organizational trust; willingness to share on group towards knowledge obtaining through organizational trust; 
membership involvement on group towards knowledge obtaining through willingness to share in East Java 
Health Tndustry Cluster. 

Research objects are hospitals, pharmacy manufactures, and health and laboratory device manufactures, those 
are members of PERSI/GAKESLAB/GP F ARMASI in East Java. Data are primary data type. Population 
numbers are 188 hospitals, 127 pharmacy manufactures, and 93 health and laboratory device manufactures. 
Sampling technique applied is multi stage random sampling. Returned and valid numbers of questioner are 133 
respondents, spreading in the whole area of East Java. All are analyzed by using SEM (Structural Equation 
Modelling). 
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Study findings show that organizational trust on group has showed no significant influence towards knowledge 
obtaining, either in all groups, or specifically in hospital group and pharmacy manufacture group, willingness to 
share on group has no significant influence towards knowledge obtaining, membership involvement has no 
significant influence towards knowledge obtaining,mainly on pharmacy manufacture group. Membership 
involvement on group has showed significant influence towards knowledge obtaining, if it is through 
organizational trust, willingness to share on group has significant influence towards knowledge obtaining, if it is 
through organizational trust, and membership involvement on group has significant influence towards 
knowledge obtaining, if it is through willingness to share. Those mean that indirect influences of organizational 
trust, willingness to share, and membership involvement on group will be larger towards knowledge obtaining if 
it is through mediating variable. 

Keywords: Organizational Trust, Willingness to Share, Membership Involvement, Knowledge Obtaining, 
Industry Cluster 

1. Introduction 
Grant (I 991 ), the focus of most companies is to create competitive advantage for producing a good 
performance, as proposed by Porter (1993) on the theory of competitive strategy that creates competitive 
advantage through generic strategy, ie emphasis on low cost advantage, differentiation, and focus. 
However, the strategy proposed by Porter, according to Mahoney (1995) and Mosakowski (1998) is a short-term 
strategy (short-life) and static. Further according to Hariadi (2003), the creation of competitive advantage for 
the company is due to the cooperation. 

Many countries have promoted the formation of industrial clusters in which the company can develop the 
competencies and competitive advantages for the world's best competitors with resource sharing, innovative 
capabilities, and knowledge. Researcher has recognized the value of clusters in improving the company's 
competitive advantage and competitiveness of the region (Bresnahan et a!., 2001) and has appointed the profits 
generated in the development, transfer and application of knowledge necessary to achieve competitive 
advantage today, in a rapidly changed environment. In addition to the acquisition of organizational knowledge, 
the existence of industry clusters is very important, because industrial clusters provide a unique environment for 
the participating firms to access knowledge resources collected from one company to another company 
(Saxenian, 1994 ). 

In addition, a number of researchers (eg Krugman, 1991; Starkey and Barnatt, 1997; Tallman eta!., 2004) also 
suggest that efforts to acquire knowledge effectively and continuously is the key to maintaining a competitive 
advantage for a company. 

Research on industrial cluster is usually associated with the attachment because of their proximity in a 
geographic location, which may lead to the location-based comparative advantage (Dunning, 1988). In a further 
development, the existence of companies in an industry cluster can be defined as companies that join an 
association that is a relatively consistent set have a similar business, activities or processes that are similar to 
each other, where the companies are working together to knowledge acquisition activities and develop trust 
(Niu, 2009). 
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Knowledge Obtaining and Trust (Niu, 2009) 
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Budget and Expenditure Breakdown of East Java Province Fiscal Year 2011, stated that the budget for the 
health sector is included in the obligatory post, with the largest revenue plan, amounting to 41.22%, while the 
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